Burlington, Vermont
Initial Partners: All City Departments
GOAL

**LONG TERM GOAL:**

1. support Burlington’s vision to be a vibrant, diverse, and livable community that fosters innovation and nurtures the lives of all residents;

2. use information and technology to operate more efficiently and effectively, better steward our assets, resources and infrastructure, and improve health, wellbeing and safety.

**LONG TERM TARGET:**

a secure, permission-based analytics platform by which data from 16 City departments can be accessed shared and evaluated to support data driven decision making, performance measurement, operational efficiency and data transparency.

**TIMEFRAME TARGET** – end of 2020
KEY SOLUTIONS

• Develop and implement a phased approach;
• Begin with Phase 1 around public domain property records data base (i.e. Code, Fire, Electric, Assessors);
KEY STAKEHOLDERS

Phase I Stakeholders include:

• Mayor
• 16 Department heads
• Key IT personnel
• Marketing specialist
• External vendor support
Background Info:

*Phased approach with first set of actions to be completed by March 2018;*

*Working with public domain information (help create initial success while reducing anxiety around data sharing);*

*Phase 2 will broaden our stakeholder outreach and engagement.*